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The Idea in Brief

What is essential for top-notch corporate performance? Trust. It enables employees to resolve disagreements, take smarter risks, stay with the company longer, contribute better ideas, and dig deeper than anyone has a right to ask. Without it, people disengage from their work, focusing on rumors, politics, and résumé updating.

But trust is a complex, fragile thing—easier to destroy than to build and maintain. Its components are unsurprising: old-fashioned managerial virtues like consistency, clear communication, and a willingness to tackle awkward questions. Yet its enemies are legion.

Here’s how to protect trust from its enemies and rebuild it when it’s damaged.

The Idea in Practice

Trust has three components:

- **Strategic:** Employees trust those in charge to set the right course.
- **Personal:** People trust managers to treat them fairly and put employees’ and the company’s needs ahead of their own.
- **Organizational:** Employees view the company’s processes as fair and consistent.

But characteristics of corporate life complicate trust: People are bombarded by contradictory messages; different groups have conflicting goals. Yet most employees don’t have the luxury of leaving if the company acts in bad faith. They stay—but rarely forgive transgressions.

**TRUST’S ENEMIES**

Any act of bad management can erode trust. Here are some insidious examples:

- **Inconsistent messages.**
  Top executives tell marketing staff they’re full business partners of the business units. But they don’t inform unit managers—who continue treating marketing staff like low-level vendors. **Antidote:** Ensure that your management team communicates—and implements—coherent messages.

- **Inconsistent standards.**
  A company’s offices in one city are palatial; in another, they’re cramped cubicles. A star performer gets to bend the rules; everyone else must toe the line. Result? Cynicism and mistrust. **Antidote:** Avoid playing favorites.

- **Misplaced benevolence.**
  Managers avoid dealing with incompetent, negative, or volatile employees. Productivity and teamwork deteriorate. **Antidote:** Don’t ignore troubling behavior.

- **Elephants in the parlor.**
  Managers pretend a politically charged situation doesn’t exist, though everyone’s whispering about it behind closed doors. Employees begin suspecting managers of concealing something. **Antidote:** Bring painful issues into the open and answer questions as best you can—even if you have to say, “I can’t offer more detail because that would violate a confidence.”

**Rumors in a vacuum.**

Managers withhold information during a complex initiative. Without the full story, employees circulate destructive rumors. **Antidote:** Be forthright—even if that means saying you’re not certain what’s going to happen.

**REBUILDING DAMAGED TRUST**

Inevitably, trust will break down. To rebuild:

1. **Figure out what happened.**
   If trust evaporated quickly, expect gradual remediation. If your and others’ trust was violated, consider a formal conflict-resolution process, but never retaliation.

2. **Assess the damage.**
   Adapt your response to the varying needs of different groups within your organization affected by the loss of trust.

3. **Own up to the loss quickly.**
   Tell people you’re aware of the situation and are committed to righting things. Explain when they’ll hear more from you—then honor that time frame.

4. **Identify needed remedial actions.**
   List changes you’ll make in organizational systems, people, and culture, and define what repaired trust will look like. Then make the changes.
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Try an experiment sometime. Ask a group of managers in your company whether they and their closest managerial colleagues are trustworthy and, if so, how they know. Most will claim that they themselves are trustworthy and that most of their colleagues are as well. Their answers to the second half of the question will likely reflect their beliefs about personal integrity; you’ll hear things like “I’m straight with my people” or “She keeps her promises.” A little later, ask them whether they think they and their colleagues are capable of building trust within the organization. Because we’ve asked this question many times, we’re pretty sure we know what you’ll hear: A sizable percentage will say they have little or no confidence in the group’s capacity to build and maintain trust.

What accounts for the gap between the two sets of answers? With their differing responses, the managers are simply acknowledging a fact of organizational life: It takes more than personal integrity to build a trusting, trustworthy organization. It takes skills, smart supporting processes, and unwavering attention on the part of top managers. Trust within an organization is far more complicated and fragile than trust between, say, a consultant and a client. With a client, you can largely control the flow of communication. In an organization, people are bombarded with multiple, often contradictory messages every day. With a client, you can agree on desired outcomes up front. In an organization, different groups have different and often conflicting goals. With a client, you know if there’s a problem. In an organization, there’s a good chance you don’t, even if you’re in charge. If things aren’t working out with a client, either party can walk away. That’s not usually an option for people in an organization, so they stick around. But if they think the organization acted in bad faith, they’ll rarely forgive—and they’ll never forget.

Trust within an organization is further complicated by the fact that people use the word “trust” to refer to three different kinds. The first is strategic trust—the trust employees have in the people running the show to make the
right strategic decisions. Do top managers have the vision and competence to set the right course, allocate resources intelligently, fulfill the mission, and help the company succeed? The second is personal trust—the trust employees have in their own managers. Do the managers treat employees fairly? Do they consider employees’ needs when making decisions about the business and put the company’s needs ahead of their own desires? The third is organizational trust—the trust people have not in any individual but in the company itself. Are processes well designed, consistent, and fair? Does the company make good on its promises? Clearly these three types of trust are distinct, but they’re linked in important ways. Every time an individual manager violates the personal trust of her direct reports, for example, their organizational trust will be shaken.

As difficult as it is to build and maintain trust within organizations, it’s critical. An established body of research demonstrates the links between trust and corporate performance. If people trust each other and their leaders, they’ll be able to work through disagreements. They’ll take smarter risks. They’ll work harder, stay with the company longer, contribute better ideas, and dig deeper than anyone has a right to ask. If they don’t trust the organization and its leaders, though, they’ll disengage from their work and focus instead on rumors, politics, and updating their résumés. We know this because we’ve seen it happen many times and because a high percentage of consulting engagements that seem to be about strategic direction or productivity turn out to be about trust, or the lack thereof.

The building blocks of trust are unsurprising: They’re old-fashioned managerial virtues like consistency, clear communication, and a willingness to tackle awkward questions. In our experience, building a trustworthy (and trusting) organization requires close attention to those virtues. But it also requires a defensive game: You need to protect trustworthiness from its enemies, both big and small, because trust takes years to build but can suffer serious damage in just a moment. We’ll take a look at some of those enemies, discuss trust in times of crisis, and explore the ways to rebuild trust when it’s been breached.

The Enemies List
What do the enemies of trust look like? Sometimes the enemy is a person: a first-line supervisor who habitually expresses contempt for top management. Sometimes it’s an overly management or thinks that the punishment is trivial. Sometimes it’s a conspiracy: You promise that this will be the last layoff, and then it isn’t. And some are overt: A conversation you thought was private is repeated and then grossly distorted by the rumor mill. Because any act of bad management erodes trust, the list of enemies could be endless. Practically speaking, though, most breakdowns in trust that we’ve witnessed can be traced back to one of the following problems.

Inconsistent Messages. One of the fastest-moving destroyers of trust, inconsistent messages can occur anywhere in an organization, from senior managers on down. They can also occur externally, in the way an organization communicates with its customers or other stakeholders. Either way, the repercussions are significant.

Consider the manager who tells employees in May that he’s going to hold weekly brown-bag lunch meetings to discuss relevant issues in the marketplace. He implies that enthusiastic participation will be reflected in employees’ performance reviews. But he then cancels the lunch the second, fourth, and fifth weeks because of his travel schedule. In week seven, he drops the idea entirely because, as he says, “With the summer here, we really can’t count on a good turnout.” When he reintroduces the idea in October and insists it will work this time, do you think his employees believe him? And when it’s time for performance reviews, do you think they are confident and trusting? No. They are confused and skeptical.

Senior executives often communicate inconsistent messages and priorities to various parts of the organization. We recently worked with a major financial institution in which top executives had repeatedly told members of the marketing staff that they were full business partners of the line organizations. Most of the executives in the line organizations, however, never heard that message and continued to treat marketing employees like low-level vendors. Why didn’t top management communicate a consistent message? The answer is probably some combination of what we’ve seen in other companies: Senior managers tell people what they want to hear. And, all too often, se-
nior managers across business units have widely disparate worldviews, which they communicate to their constituencies.

The antidotes to inconsistent messaging are straightforward (though they are not easy to implement): Think through your priorities. Before you broadcast them, articulate them to yourself or a trusted adviser to ensure that they’re coherent and that you’re being honest with people instead of making unrealistic commitments. Make sure your managerial team communicates a consistent message. Reserve big-bang announcements for truly major initiatives.

**Inconsistent Standards.** If employees believe that an individual manager or the company plays favorites, their trust will be eroded. Employees keep score—relentlessly. Suppose that a company’s offices in one city are palatial, and in another city employees make do with cramped cubicles. Local real estate prices most likely drive local decisions, but the people who end up with the warrens feel slighted nonetheless. Or suppose that the CEO took the new vice president of marketing out to lunch when he was promoted two months ago but failed to do the same when a new head of IT was appointed last week. There might be legitimate reasons for the CEO’s inconsistent behavior, but the IT executive and the people around her will jump to the least-flattering, least-legitimate conclusion. Finally, suppose that the company’s star performer is allowed to bend the rules while everyone else is expected to toe the line. As an executive, you may think it’s worthwhile to let the most talented employee live by different rules in order to keep him. The problem is that your calculation doesn’t take into account the cynicism you engender in the rest of the organization.

**Misplaced Benevolence.** Managers know they have to do something about the employee who regularly steals, cheats, or humiliates coworkers. But most problematic behavior is subtler than that, and most managers have a hard time addressing it.

Consider incompetence. Anyone who has spent time in business has encountered at least one person who is, simply and sadly, so out of his league that everyone is stupefied that he’s in the position at all. His colleagues wonder why his supervisors don’t do something. His direct reports learn to work around him, but it’s a daily struggle. Because the person in ques-
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Failure to Trust Others. Trusting others can be difficult, especially for a perfectionist or a workaholic. One top manager we worked with swore that he was going to delegate several important responsibilities. He brought in a new person at a senior level, but he was simply unable to trust her to do the work. After a few weeks, he began managing around her, issuing directives about things he had supposedly delegated and generally making her life miserable. Eventually, the manager’s hoarding behavior left him isolated and hobbled. Just as important, the new employee didn’t get a chance to develop professionally. Part of the implicit promise managers make is that employees will have a chance to grow. When managers don’t give them that chance, the organization loses the trust of those employees, and the more talented among them leave.

Elephants in the Parlor. Some situations are so painful or politically charged that it’s easier to pretend they don’t exist. We’re talking about when someone has been fired abruptly and no one mentions it the next day at the regular staff meeting. We’re talking about when an outrageous rumor finds its way to the CEO’s office yet no one ever discusses it openly, even in private senior-management meetings.

Don’t ignore things that you know everyone is whispering about behind closed doors. Bring such issues out into the open, explain them briefly, and answer questions as best you can. Don’t be afraid to say, “I’m sorry, I can’t offer more detail because that would violate a confidence.” People will, sometimes grudgingly, accept the fact that they’re not privy to all the gory details. But their trust in you will decline if they suspect you’re trying to conceal something.

Rumors in a Vacuum. When a company is in the throes of a complex initiative—a new product launch, say, or the analysis of a product line that has been underperforming—there are ample opportunities for trust to break down. Employees know that something important is going on, but if they don’t know the full story (maybe the full story doesn’t exist yet), they’ll quite naturally overinterpret any shard of information they get their hands on. Rumors circulate, and, in most cases, they’ll be negative rather than positive. Temporary information vacuums in corporate life are common, and distrust thrives in a vacuum.

What can you do? Be as up-front as possible—even if that means telling employees you can’t say for certain what’s going to happen. And be aware that the less you say, the more likely you are to be misinterpreted.

Michael Rice, head of Prudential Securities’ Private Client Group, told us of a meeting during which a group of managers proposed some structural shifts that would affect the business’s operations. In response to the presentation, Rice said, “The way you’ve described this, you’re scaring me.” The room fell silent, and the meeting ended awkwardly. One of his lieutenants explained that shortly after the last time Rice had said he was scared, there had been a large layoff. People picked up on the phrase and, since Rice hadn’t described his objections more fully, they overinterpreted the comment.

You don’t have to be a chatterbox to counter this enemy of trust, but do try to put yourself in your listeners’ shoes. What don’t they know about the situation at hand, and how will that affect what they hear? Are you saying enough? Or are you speaking in shorthand, either because you feel you can’t share more information or because you assume people will understand what you’re getting at?

Consistent Corporate Underperformance. If a company regularly fails to meet the expectations set by its senior management team (and adopted by Wall Street), trust erodes rapidly. Look at Kodak, Polaroid, and Xerox in times of decline. When an organization’s performance is weaker than expected, a growing number of employees at all levels fear for themselves on a daily basis. They spend less and less time thinking for the organization and more and more time planning their own next moves. What can you do? Be realistic when setting expectations and communicate as much as possible to all employees about why you’re setting these goals and how the company can meet them. The more knowledge people have about what lies behind expectations, the more likely they are to continue trusting you and the company, even in tough times.

Trust in Tumultuous Times

As vigilant as you may be about fighting the enemies of trust that pop up in the course of doing business, there will be times when trust
inside the organization is stressed to the maximum.

Perhaps the organization is undergoing a structural change like a merger, reorganization, or layoff (or all three). Under such circumstances, people’s antennae are tuned to signals that might provide even a partial answer to the question, What does this mean for me? Memos and e-mails from senior managers, snatches of remembered conversations, phrases overheard in the parking lot—all of these are reread, rehashed, and analyzed word by word.

Don’t be surprised when the things you say—including the most innocuous statements—are assigned deep, sinister meaning. People are also going to hold you accountable for what they think you said (which may not be what you think you said) for longer than you might believe. Consider all the organizations that announced they were “not currently planning any layoffs” but ultimately needed to reduce the workforce. When the layoff is announced, employees suspect that it was in the works when the first statement was issued, and they remind senior managers about the “promise.” From the senior managers’ point of view, no promise was made. Technically, that’s true, but that truth isn’t worth much. If you want to reassure people, don’t speculate about the future. Instead, treat employees like grown-ups. In the case of a layoff, share the performance data or competitive situation that makes reductions necessary. And be extremely cautious about making unequivocal statements such as the following:

- I have no hidden agenda.
- There won’t be any more layoffs.
- This time we’ve got it fixed.
- We will be stronger as a result.
- I have total faith in the senior management team.
- This is the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do.

Pronouncements like these can come back to haunt you. And they probably will.

Organizations also risk losing the trust of their people in times of crisis. Whether it is an episode of violence, an accident, or a serious product flaw, a corporate crisis can have a profound effect on a company’s health. Often the damage occurs not because of the incident itself but because of how it’s handled internally. Company leaders, or crisis team members, become so distracted by external pressures that they don’t address the crisis internally with care and attention. That’s dangerous, because employees feel unsafe during a crisis. They look for reasons to trust their leaders, but they are quick to find reasons why they can’t trust them.

Mark Braverman, a senior vice president with Marsh Crisis Consulting in Washington, DC, says companies that respond well to customers during crises very often neglect their own employees. Recovering revenues is important, as is moving the company out of the media spotlight. But calls from reporters, shareholders, and customers shouldn’t be given so much attention that you ignore what’s going on with the people who show up every day to work. You want things to go back to normal, so your tendency is to deal first with the people you don’t “normally” have to deal with. But your people will not be able to wait until the flurry subsides. By the time you turn to them, the damage may be beyond repair.

Under extreme stress, normally competent managers may feel fragile, guilty, overwhelmed, and unable to cope. It’s hard to act like a

---

Curmudgeon’s Corner

In which we note several uncomfortable truths about organizational life

- There’s no such thing as a private conversation. We don’t say this to make you paranoid, and maybe you have a confidant who’s truly discreet. But in general you should assume that everything you say will circulate to the people who would be most affected by it.

- There’s no such thing as a casual conversation. People will attempt to read deep meaning into your most innocuous comments and movements.

- People sometimes hear what they most fear. In some organizations, under some circumstances, people will immediately jump to the most paranoid, negative interpretation of all your comments and movements.

- Trauma has a long half-life. You will likely find yourself apologizing for misdeeds that you did not commit and for events that occurred before you arrived.

- No good deed goes unpunished. Even if you act with the purest intentions and execute with the greatest skill, someone will object to your actions or to the results you achieve.

- Newton’s third law doesn’t always apply. Newton said that every action has an equal and opposite reaction, but you may take a small, seemingly harmless step that has a huge, negative impact. Or you may make what you think is a dramatic, deeply meaningful change, only to hear people say, “Okay, good. Now, what’s for lunch?”
leader when you’re experiencing those emotions. But employees feel just as much stress as you do, and they need calm, visible leadership far more than they normally do. If you “go dark” in the face of a crisis, employees worry about how the company will survive, about whether you’re up to the task, and about their own capacity to cope. When everyone worries, trust evaporates. The first lesson here is to get yourself some help. If you were not directly affected by the crisis, you may need only a quick check-in with an objective third party. But if you were directly affected, don’t assume that you are thinking clearly. Your perspective may be off. Acknowledging that fact could save you from some painful mistakes and could save employees and other stakeholders a lot of pain as well.

The second lesson is not to withdraw. Let it be known that you’re aware of the situation and that you’ll keep everyone posted as events unfold and as decisions are made. Set an update schedule and keep to it, even if the update is that there will be no news until next week. Just as important, be physically and emotionally accessible to the people around you. They want to know that it is okay to have feelings at work about whatever is going on. They’ll look to you to set the example. And that means you have to allow yourself to do some of the things that you may have thought being a leader meant you couldn’t do. If you’re shaken, for example, say so, even as you strive to provide stable ground from which to move the organization forward. If you feel like stopping work for a few hours, or even a day, just to talk about what happened in an informal way, do it. Let people know that you are taking the time to think through what has happened, and that it is fine for them to follow suit.

**Starting Over**

There are times when, inevitably, trust will be badly damaged somewhere in your organization, and there’s nothing you can do to stop the breakdown. Your only choice, other than finding a different job, is to rebuild. We recommend that you follow these four steps.

First, figure out what happened. That may sound simple, but it rarely is. To build your own understanding, consider these questions.

- How quickly or slowly did trust break down? If it happened fast, don’t expect rapid remediation. Most of us aren’t as good at forgiving as we’d like to be. If trust was lost over a period of time, it’s helpful to think about the deterioration process in order to identify how to prevent such failures in the future.

  - When did the violation of trust become known to you and to the larger organization? If you’ve known that something was amiss but failed to acknowledge the loss of trust or respond appropriately for a considerable period of time, that lag will compound employees’ feelings of betrayal.

- Was there a single cause? It’s easier to address a onetime event than a pattern of events, but don’t be too quick to assume the problem is simple. Remember: Every organization has a few conspiracy theorists, and the perception of a conspiracy can damage trust as devastatingly as a real one can.

- Was the loss of trust reciprocal? If your trust was violated and others say that theirs was, too, chances are no one will behave fairly or objectively. It’s acceptable to be angry when your trust has been betrayed. But retaliatory or vindictive? Never. We’ve seen organizations spiral downward as people try to hurt others who have violated their trust. If you discern that the loss of trust in your organization is reciprocal and deep-seated, a formal process of conflict resolution might be in order.

Second, when you have a reasonably good handle on what happened, ascertain the depth and breadth of the loss of trust. A sense of how much of the organization has been affected will help you avoid situations in which you try to put out a lit match with a full muster of firefighters or, by contrast, an inferno with spit. Imagine the challenges facing the management committee of Lehman Brothers after a stockbroker in a Midwestern branch was discovered to have defrauded clients out of many millions. The impact on the branch’s other clients was severe, and the impact on clients elsewhere in the Midwest was also substantial. However, the reaction on the West Coast was highly varied: Many clients weren’t even aware of the breach. A different level of response was required for different groups of clients.

Third, own up to the loss quickly instead of ignoring or downplaying it. Employees will be skeptical or suspicious, or both, so you’ll need to choose your words carefully. But acknowledging that trust has been damaged and starting the recovery process as quickly as possible can only be to your benefit. You don’t have to
have all the answers or a detailed plan. There can even be a lag between naming the problem and describing what you’ll do. Just let people know that you’re aware of the issue and its impact on them and that you’re committed to setting things right. Let them know when they will hear more from you, and stick to that time frame, even if all you can say at that point is that you’re not yet ready to say anything.

Fourth, identify as precisely as possible what you must accomplish in order to rebuild trust. For example, you might need to change the relationship between people in the sales offices and people at headquarters from an adversarial one to a cooperative one. Or you might want to have people stop doing end runs around a department that has a reputation for arrogance. Then give yourself examples of what success will look like in practice. For example, “The quarterly review meetings will spend 50% less time on mediating disputes and 50% more time on planning new initiatives.” Or “We will establish clear roles and responsibilities, an exceptions policy, a dispute resolution process, and submission and response protocols.”

Then list the changes you’ll make in organizational structure, systems, people, and culture to achieve those outcomes. What specific shifts (if any) will you make in how decisions are made, how information flows, and how it is measured, reported, compensated for, and rewarded? Should some reporting relationships be changed? Which areas might be merged, consolidated, or separated? We have seen internal rivalries dissolve almost instantaneously when competing areas come under the control of a single person. And we’ve been amazed at how quickly trust (and productivity) improves when the move is finally made to replace a key player who has done a poor job of building trust inside a group.

Keep an eye on practical issues: How will these valuable changes and initiatives happen? How much of the work will you do yourself, what will you delegate, and how much will be done in teams? What’s a reasonable time frame for getting things done? (Some efforts will probably be ongoing, while others will be more finite.) And keep an eye on the trust recovery mission in its entirety. Very often, such missions suffer from an imbalance of short-term measures at the expense of longer-term efforts. They are also frequently tilted too much in favor of those directly affected at the expense of the broader organization. Looking hard at the plan (and asking one or two people who were not a part of its creation to scrutinize it as well) can save a great deal of time and resources down the road.

Trust within organizations isn’t easy to pin down. It’s hard to measure, even in a quick-and-dirty way. And suppose you could measure it perfectly—the truth is that no company would ever get a perfect score. Organizations and people are too complicated for that. Nor is it easy to define the trustworthy leader. Some exude emotional intelligence; others appear to be rather boring, extremely consistent bureaucrats. And, being human, even the best of them occasionally make mistakes that erode trust. But trust is the crucial ingredient of organizational effectiveness. Building it, maintaining it, and restoring it when it is damaged must be at the top of every chief executive’s agenda.
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Managing the Crisis You Tried to Prevent
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Trust becomes particularly fragile during crises—for example, labor disputes, serious product flaws, public-relations scandals. Though crises are facts of organizational life, every crisis contains seeds of success. To reap them, manage crises with an eye toward the long term. Key crisis-management steps include recognizing a crisis when it happens (which can be surprisingly challenging), containing it by telling the truth quickly and acting decisively (for example, send senior individuals to the scene immediately to demonstrate caring and accountability), and resolving it by repairing damage quickly and securing your firm’s long-term reputation.

For example, when cyanide-tainted Tylenol capsules caused several deaths, Johnson & Johnson quickly ensured consumers’ safety and restored trust by running ad campaigns announcing its intentions, pulling 31 million capsules from the market, and redesigning the product’s seal. Within three months, it regained 95% of its pre-crisis market share and even strengthened its reputation.

Leading in Times of Trauma
by Jane E. Dutton, Peter J. Frost, Monica C. Worline, Jacoba M. Lilius, and Jason M. Kanov
Harvard Business Review
January 2002
Product no. R0201D

Like crises, traumatic events—the death of a beloved leader, a fire that leaves dozens homeless—can render trust vulnerable. To protect it, unleash a company-wide compassionate response. You’ll help people find meaning in the tragedy, support one another, and heal.

The Human Moment at Work
by Edward M. Hallowell
Harvard Business Review
January–February 1999
Product no. 99104

In addition to clear communication, consistency, and visible leadership, the human moment at work—the psychological connection that happens when people are physically present in the same space and attentive to each other—can powerfully protect and rebuild trust.

To keep the human moment alive, find opportunities to arrange face-to-face encounters—rather than relying exclusively on e-mail and other forms of electronic communication. Even brief encounters can clear up painful misunderstandings, dispel worry, restore momentum, and spark creative thinking. When one furniture retailer initiated face-to-face discussion groups of noncompeting retailers from different cities to help them overcome the isolation of their work, it built so much trust that group members even shared financial information during the gatherings.